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ABSTRACT 

The unified power flow controller (UPFC) is one of the real time control flexible alternating current 

transmission systems (FACTS) device in a power system network. The UPFC is providing multi functional flexibility, 

connected by DC link, consisting of shunt converter and series converter. The objective of this paper is to use voltage 

source model of UPFC which can be incorporated in power flow algorithm to study its effect for power flow control in 

the line and bus in a power system network. The proposed model in order to increase voltage level and power transfer is 

tested on 14 bus test system. Programming is done with the help of MATLAB to check the functioning of UPFC. The 

results of power system network with and without using UPFC are compared in terms of active and reactive power flows 

in the line and active and reactive power flows at the bus to analyze the performance of UPFC. 
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INTRODUCTION 

With increasing demand of power industry, the transmission network which is existing today in a power 

system in most of the countries are found to be weak which results in a poor quality of supply of power. In order to 

improve the power transfer capability of existing transmission network and to overcome serious problems related 

to power system network like power quality, security, outage, voltage instability, transmission capability, right of 

way etc concepts of FACTS (Flexible AC transmission system) is developed by the Electric Power Research 

Institute (EPRI) in the late 1980s. FACTs means alternating current transmissions systems consisting of power 

electronic based and other static controllers to improve controllability and enhance power transfer capability [1-2]. 

The possibility that current through a transmission line can be controlled at a favorable cost will result in 

increasing existing line capacity with usage of facts controllers under normal and contingency conditions. Facts 

technology is a collection of controllers which can be individually applied or in coordination with others to control 

interrelated system parameters like impedance, current, voltage and phase angle. Facts controllers may be series, 

shunt or their combination. Shunt controllers inject current into the system and may be variable impedance or 

variable source or both and they control the voltage for ex: Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM), static 

var compensator (SVC) etc. Series controllers inject voltage in series with the line and they control the current for 

ex: Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC), Thyristor controlled Series Capacitor (TCSC), Thyristor 

switched series Capacitor (TSSC), Thyristor Controlled Series Reactor (TCSR), Thyristor Switched Series Reactor 

(TSSR). The superposition of static synchronous compensator (STATCOM) and static series compensator (SSSC) 
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which are combined via a common dc link to allow bidirectional flow of real power between series o/p terminals of SSSC 

and shunt o/p terminals of STATCOM is called UPFC (unified Power Flow Controller). 

The UPFC is the most comprehensive and effective device among different kinds of FACTS devices for 

controlling power and enhancing usable capacity of the system. The UPFC consists of two voltage source converters, one 

of them connected in series and other in shunt and both are connected back to back through a D.C link capacitor [3-5]. In 

this paper voltage source model of UPFC is incorporated in power flow algorithm in order to observe the control of power 

flow in IEEE 14 bus power system network. Newton Raphson load flow algorithm which is having high computational 

speed, high degree of accuracy and good convergence characteristic is used in this paper.  

PRINCIPLE FUNCTIONING OF UPFC 

UPFC consists of two back to back switching converters separated by common DC link capacitor as shown in Fig 

1. Shunt converter is connected in shunt and second converter i.e, series converter is in series with the transmission line. 

Shunt converter is mainly used to supply active power demand of series converter via DC link. It can also absorb or 

generate controllable reactive power, if desired and provides independent shunt reactive compensation for the line. Series 

converter performs main function of UPFC by injecting an ac voltage with controllable magnitude and phase angle in 

series with transmission line via a series transformer [6-8]. By injecting a variable ac voltage, the UPFC controls the 

magnitude and phase angle of transmission line voltage at its series terminal to achieve the desired active and reactive 

power in the line. 

 

Figure 1: Principle Functioning of UPFC 

VOTAGE SOURCE MODEL OF UPFC 

With the help of dc link the two voltage source converters of the UPFC are connected. This can be designed as 

two ideal voltage sources, one connected in series and the other in shunt between the two buses The output coming from 

series voltage source Vse and θse are adjustable of magnitude and phase angle between the limits Vsemax ≤ Vse ≤ Vmin and θ≤ 

θse ≤ 2п respectively and of the shunt voltage source is Vsh and θsh adjustable between the limits  
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Figure2: Voltage source model of UPFC 

Vshmax ≤ Vsh ≤ Vshmin and θ≤θsh≤ 2п. Fig. 2 shows the voltage source model of UPFC. Zse and Zsh are the 

impedances of the two coupling transformers one connected in series and other in shunt between the line and UPFC 

The two ideal voltage sources of the UPFC can be mathematically represented as: 

Vse = Vse (cosθse + jsinθse )                                          (1) 

Vsh = V sh (cosθsh + j sinθsh )                                         (2) 

UPFC is connected between two buses k and m in the power system. Applying the kirchoff’s current and voltage 

laws for the network in Fig. 2 gives: 

Ik = (yse+ysh)Vk + (-yse)Vm + (-yse)Vse+ (-ysh)Vsh 

Im =(-yse)Vk+ (yse)Vm + (yse)Vse+ (0)Vsh                                         (3) 

Where yse= 1/zse and ysh= 1/zsh 

The element of transfer admittance matrix can be put as 

Ykk = Gkk + jBkk = yse + ysh 

Ymm = Gmm + jBmm = yse 

Ykm = Ymk + Gkm + jBkm = -yse 

Ysh=Gsh + jBsh = -ysh                                       (4) 

Lossless UPFC converters are assumed in this voltage sources model. This implies that the two converters will not 

absorb or generate active power for its losses and the series converter active power demand at its output is supplied from 

the AC Power system by the shunt converters via the common D.C link. The DC link capacitor voltage Vdc remains 

constant. Hence the active power given to the shunt converter Psh must be equal to the active power required by the series 

converter Pse at the DC link. Then the following equality constraint has to be guaranteed. 
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Pse+ Psh = 0                                           (5) 

From Figure 2 and by Eq. (1), (2), (3) for the series and shunt sources the power equations of UPFC can be 

written 

At bus k 

Pk = Vk
2Gkk + VkVm(Gkmcos(θk-θm) + Bkm sin(θk-θm)) +  

VkVse(Gkmcos(θk-θse) + Bkm sin(θk-θse)) + 

VkVsh(Gsh cos(θk-θsh) + Bsh sin(θk-θsh)) 

Qk = -Vk
2Bkk + VkVm(Gkmsin(θk-θm) - Bkm cos(θk-θm)) +  

VkVse(Gkmsin(θk-θse) - Bkm cos(θk-θse)) + 

VkVsh(Gsh sin(θk-θsh) - Bsh cos(θk-θsh)) 

At bus m 

Pm = Vm
2Gmm + VmVk(Gmkcos(θm-θk) + Bmk sin(θm-θk)) +  

VmVse(Gmmcos(θm-θse) + Bkm sin(θk-θse))  

Qm =- Vm
2Bmm + VmVk(Gmksin(θm-θk) - Bkm cos(θm-θk)) +  

VmVse(Gmmsin(θm-θse) – Bmk cos(θm-θse))  

Series converter equation is 

Pse = Vse
2Gmm + VseVk(Gkmcos(θse-θk) + Bkm sin(θse-θk)) +  

VseVm(Gmmcos(θse-θm) + Bmm sin(θse-θm))                                                      (6) 

Qse =- Vse
2Gmm + VseVk(Gkmsin(θse-θk) - Bkm cos(θse-θk)) 

 + VseVm(Gmmsin(θse-θm) - Bmm cos(θse-θm)) 

Shunt converter equation is 

Psh= -Vsh
2Gsh + VshVk(Gsh cos(θsh-θk) + Bsh sin(θsh-θk))                          (7) 

Qsh = Vsh
2Gsh + VshVk(Gsh sin(θsh-θk) - Bsh cos(θsh-θk)) 

NEWTON RAPHSON LOAD FLOW ALGORITHM 

NR load flow method is fastest and most reliable method when compared to other load flow methods. Load flow 

algorithm is given below. 

• Read system data and form bus admittance matrix Ybus 

• Assume flat voltage profile for all buses except slack bus 

• set convergence point ε 

• set iteration count k=0 and bus count p=1 
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• calculate active power Pi and reactive power Qi for i=  2, n with UPFC and shunt and series converter powers.  

• calculate change in active and reactive power for i=2,…n  i.e.,∆Pi and ∆Qi 

• calculate maximum absolute value of residue i.e.,| ∆Pi| and | ∆Qi| 

• check if residue ≤ ε then go to step 14 else go to step 9 

• Form conventional jacobian matrix 

• Modify jacobian matrix for incorporating UPFC Parameters 

• solve for ∆|V|, ∆δ using load flow equations  

• Update bus voltages and UPFC output voltages 

• check if voltage magnitude of converter is out of limit then set voltages at limit values and advance iteration count 

and go to step 5 else advance iteration count and go to step 5 

• calculate line flows and bus powers and it ends the program. 

MODIFICATION OF JACOBIAN MATRIX 

The voltage source model can easily be incorporated in a load flow program. If a upfc is located between node i 

and node j in a power system, the admittance matrix is modified by adding a reactance equivalent to Xs between node i and 

node j. The jacobian matrix is modified by addition of appropriate injection powers. Modified jacobian matrix is given 

below. Subscript 0 denotes jacobian elements without upfc. 

H(i,i) = H0
(i,i) – Qsj N(i,i) = N0

(i,i) - Psj 

H(i,j) = H0
(i,j) + Qsj N(i,j) = N0

(i,j) - Psj 

H(j,i) = H0
(j,i) + Qsj N(j,i) = N0

(j,i) +Psj 

H(j,j) = H0
(j,j) - Qsj N(j,j) = N0

(j,j) +Psj 

J(i,i) = J0
(i,i) L(i,i) = L0

(i,i) + 2 Qsi 

 J(i,i) = J0
(i,i) L(i,i) = L0

(i,i)  

J(i,i) = J0
(i,i) - Psj L(i,i) = L0

(i,i) + Qsj 

J(i,i) = J0
(i,i) + Psj L(i,i) = L0

(i,i) + Qsj 

TEST CASE 

Standard 14 bus test network is used with and without UPFC in between bus no 12-13 to investigate its behaviour 

as shown in Fig 3. The UPFC shunt converter is set to control voltage magnitude while series converter controls the power 

flow between the two nodes. Flat voltage profile is assumed initially for the two UPFC voltage sources. 
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Figure 3: Single Line Diagram of 14 Bus Test System 

Test data is given below 

Table 1: Bus Data 

Bus Voltage Load Generator Injected 

no. (|v|,θ) (MW, Mvar) 
  

MVAR 
(MW, Qmin, 

  
 

 
  Mvar) Qmax  
      

1 1.06, 0 30.38, 17.78 40,-40 0,0 0 
2 1.045, 0 0,0 232,0 -40,50 0 
3 1.01, 0 131.88,26.6 0,0 0,40 0 
4 1.00, 0 66.92,10 0,0 0,0 0 
5 1.00, 0 10.64,2.24 0,0 0,0 0 
6 1.07, 0 15.68,10.5 0,0 -6,24 0 
7 1.00, 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 
8 1.09, 0 0,0 0,0 -6,24 0 
9 1.00, 0 41.3,23.24 0,0 0,0 0 
10 1.00, 0 12.6,8.12 0,0 0,0 0 
11 1.00, 0 4.9,2.52 0,0 0,0 0 
12 1.00, 0 8.54,2.24 0,0 0,0 0 
13 1.00, 0 18.9,8.12 0,0 0,0 0 
14 1.00, 0 20.86,7 0,0 0,0 0 
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Table 2: Line Data 

Sending 
end bus 

Receiving end 
bus 

Resistan
ce (p.u) 

Reactance 
(p.u) 

Half 
Susceptan

ce( p.u) 
tapping 

1 2 0.01938 0.05917 0.0264 1 
2 3 0.04699 0.19797 0.0219 1 
2 4 0.05811 0.17632 0.0187 1 
1 5 0.05403 0.22304 0.0246 1 
2 5 0.05695 0.17388 0.017 1 
3 4 0.06701 0.17103 0.0173 1 
4 5 0.01335 0.04211 0.0064 1 
5 6 0 0.25202 0 0.932 
4 7 0 0.20912 0 0.978 
7 8 0 0.17615 0 1 
4 9 0 0.55618 0 0.969 
7 9 0 0.11001 0 1 
9 10 0.03181 0.0845 0 1 
6 11 0.09498 0.1989 0 1 
6 12 0.12291 0.25581 0 1 
6 13 0.06615 0.13027 0 1 
9 14 0.12711 0.27038 0 1 
10 11 0.08205 0.19207 0 1 
12 13 0.22092 0.19988 0 1 
13 14 0.17093 0.34802 0 1 

 
PROGRAMMING RESULTS 

The network was tested without UPFC and with UPFC in between bus 12-13. The programming results shows the 

power flow for line and bus active and reactive powers are increased which are tabulated below. The line flow in the line 

between bus 12-13 has increased as shown in Table III. 

Table 3: Line Flows with and Without UPFC 

Line Line Flows without  Line Flows with UPFC 
 UPFC      
No. P (MW) Q(MVAR) P(MW) Q(MVAR) 
     
12-13 2.63 2.073 10.191 6.417 

 
Table 4: Bus Powers with and Without UPFC 

Bus Bus Power without  Bus Power with 
No. UPFC    UPFC   
 P (MW) Q(MVAR) P(MW) Q(MVAR) 

12.46 13 18.9  8.12 26.4 
 

It is clearly seen from the Table IV that the power of the 13th bus is increased due to the insertion of UPFC 

powers. 

CONCLUSIONS 

To investigate the functioning of UPFC voltage source model of UPFC is used in this paper in power flow control. 

For load flow studies the model is incorporated in NR power flow Algorithm. The programming results for the standard 

IEEE 14 bus network has been presented with and without UPFC and compared. It was found that the UPFC regulates the 

active and reactive power of the buses and the lines within specified limits. The algorithm is capable of regulating the 
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power flow in any power system network. Hence UPFC with NR algorithm performed better in a network and 

programming results shows that the proposed method is successfully used for active power, reactive power in a line and in 

a bus in a power system network. 
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